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The details of the writer   
 Sohail Ahmad is from Ningerhar Provence and he is graduated from Abdul Wakeel High school and also 

From Adil Educational  center From English part  birth in 2006 in may month father name is  Qari 

rahmatullah Safdari  and now they are leave in Jalalabad town    and He learned  First school in istiqlal 

high school then he gone from there to abdurahim nyazy high school then he get some problem so he 

change his school to Abdul wakeel high school and to day he become to write this book this Book have 

top ten  interview topics and this book is best for those people ho learning th 2000 English program      

And also ho has learned the super conversation class this book have three units and also  18 pages and 

21 questions and the best high level book for students 
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 Unit  one 
 

Do you have any festivals in your country? 

 

Yes we have two festivals in hole year which one is small eid and 2nd is 

grind eid which entertainments all of the Muslims and civilians of 

Afghanistan and also the recently you can see that  some of our country 

men and women are celebrate the new year which hasn’t to be 

celebrate because it’s sin Islam. 

 

What do you do in the festival? 
 

If I tell you troth I do no thing doing every thing is be longs to good 

security of a country like the foreign countries if there id wouldn’t to 

be good security no thing is possible to be done so I told you above I do 

no thing . lets cross our finger to Allah to bring the peace in our country 

to celebrate every festivals by happy harts . be it so  

What do you wear in the festivals ? 

 

When I go to any festivals I wants to wear some thing stylish  suitable 

to be attractive because I want to people see me to be happy  but on 

the other side we must be care full the majority of poor people are 

being in our society if they see us they gana be hope less so it shouldn’t 

be done . 
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Do you enjoy from the festivals ? 
 

It is belongs to environment when there is bomb blasting menace of 

the opposition suffering from hunger and thrust then how can we enjoy 

from the festivals never it is taste full to be in foreign countries there is 

mire facilities more culture differences and much kind of happiness my 

Allah remove all disaster from our soil Afghanistan to be surviving by 

relaxed mind . 

 

What do you thing festivals are good or bad ? 
 

I thing festivals are good . because as you can see that we have been 

more business the human needs to entertainments as well As you know 

computer is computer its takes the virus then were is human if a human 
just doing business and doing business may he get the diseases its good to some 

time  is good to participate in the festivals . 

 

Birth day parties 
 

When do you celebrate your birth day ? 
 

It is demand to the economic if your economic be strong its possible to 

celebrate any time but if your economic be week our pocket doesn’t let 

it celebrate birth day but I saw the people there economic is be week 

but they own some money and celebrate the birth days  .  
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 What time do you celebrate your birth day ? 

 

When the whether of hole year be warm and gentle we celebrate the 

birthday  because we want to people don’t bother for us. yes every one 

wants the kind of celebration which numbers of population and the 

population is be longs to the season when there is raining the people 

must be bother for us . 

 

How for is your next birth day ?   

  

If it would by my wish I want to have right now but now days I am facing 

whit the lack of money so this time it well tack a little longer time to 

celebrate my next birth day and also you can see that now days there 

is inflation occurred I well be waiting until the deflation happens then 

Allah is kind I may celebrate  

 

 

How many people can invite in your birthday ? 
 

It is also be longs to economic if your economic Is strong then you can 

invite many people if it could be week then you can celebrate fairly but 

you have some kind of families they intentionally celebrate there 

parties  they don’t care about the economy just they care about the 

people’s backbiting an working and they harm their economy .    
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Music 
 

Do you like the music ? 

 

Actually I don’t like because the music the cases can be more indeed at 

the recently you can see that we have more responsibilities to compare 

with the last era we don’t have the time to listen the music and wasting 

the time slow down our time and much more like these other side our 

religion is prohibited it to listen the music. 

Why do you like the music ? 

 

Ok I like the music because during the day have much response abilities 

your very busy in this case we the human very dizzy so your mind needs 

to entertainment as well so some time it is good to the music but not 

always.  

 

How is your favorite singer and why ? 

 

My favorite singer is Karan khan because he songs very beautifully and 

he have such a remarkable vice how have many viewers and he haven’t 

said  the songs the concern about the country and countrymen so I 

accept him such best singer . 
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Do you want to become a singer ?  

   

When I see the situation of Afghanistan that getting a job is by 

corruption you won’t have any money by recommendations you won’t 

have any person some time you are compel to become a singer but our 

people are Muslim our religion and culture we don’t let to get any 

wrong foot in the society and Islamic laws . so we can’t  get such a 

decision to become a singer . 

Work 
 

What’s your responsibilities against the society ?   

 

Mine responsibilities against my society and culture are . First I want to 

get education to become an educational person then I’ll start my 

services to brig up my afghan brothers and sisters and after them the 

use full members of the society to give there shoulders in the economic 

of Afghanistan and also to solve there own economical problems 

eventually  they ‘ll pray for the one who is there founder I mean I 

 

How many hours do you work in the day ? 

 
If I tell you that how many hours do I work in day you well become 

confused I start my working from morning early to evening late I go to  
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course I help  my father at his work I take many tuitions I do a little 

busyness to earn money for supporting myself and achieving my basic  

needs and daily expenses it’s not my nature to want money from any 

body else .  

 

Do you enjoy your work ? 

 

The question which I was looking forward is this must enjoy because I 

can earn money by legal way I do lawful working have much more 

popularity in the society every body knows me and mention me by 

good character and good morality so what do I want then from and I 

am really satisfied from Allah who is such one that every one respect 

me . 

Do you like to change your work ? 
 

If I tell you the troth yes . every one wants’ to improve his own career 

and improve his capability and ability because no one want to be 

staying in same post and same place forever if wants’ that could be his 

last target like it either to change my job and now want to go ahead for 

achieving more possibilities and facilities. 

 

  Which organization do you work for ?  

 
I well work for the type of organization that would have the best 
promotion good behavior employees honest manager open minded  
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boss to learn more from there good attitude and also have the over 
time and vacations and the mine point I would have the power it hire 
capable jobs people for the development of organization .  
__________________________________________________________ 
             
We are learned one month for memorizing words and also for 

speaking. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Secend month 
 

Give the long answer for fallowing  questions   

 
1. Why are you learning English and which way do you spend it ? 

 
2. Does English exams have advantages if have why if don’t have 

why ? 
 

3.  How long dose it take most people to learn English language ? 
 

4. Can watching T.V help us to learn English if yes why if not why ? 
 

5. How many hours do you study English in a day is it enough ?  
 

6.  Is it possible to learn English in only one year if yes why if not 
why ? 

 

7. Is English is an easy language to learn if yes why if not why ? 
 

8. Would want to become a translator if yes why if not why ? 
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9. What are the advantage or des advantages of teaching ? 
 

10. Can internet help you to learn English if yes how ? 
 

11. How often do you study English every day ? 
 

12. What is the best why of learn English language ? 
 

13. How many language do you speak ? 
 

14. What is the best age of start learning English and why ? 
 

15. Is vocabulary easier to learn then grammar ? 
 

16. Can reading  books and magazines help us to learn English ? 
 

17. Is home work fun if yes why if not why ? 
 

18. Who is the good student of English ? 
 

19. Are you good student of English if yes why if not why ? 
 

20. Do you know any one speak English very well if yes who ? 
 

21. Do you enjoy learning English / is it fun if yes why if not why? 
 
 
Note:-  This questions are informational questions place give more 
information . 
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__________________________________________________________ 
Now our English is beater then first so we make debates now 

we can speak well  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Third month 
 

Top Ten interview question and answers  

 

1 ) Tell me about your self ? 

 
 Start whit your name  
 Give your place information  
 Education in short  
 Job experience 
 Family details in sort  
 
My name is Sohail Ahmad I live in Jalalabad city I am doing bachelor in 
(-----------------) I have 15 year experience in English teaching and I a 
single / married , My family lives in Jalalabad city I have three brother 
and I have done many kind of jobs by different organizations by 
deference post and I have good reference from my preview bosses 
from there behaviors and now I am job less and I want have to be 
challenging for me to enhance My working skills . 

Questions of the topic (1) 
Q :- you say that I have good memories from them behavior place tell 
us a story ? 
Q :- which kind of jobs do you done in where ?  
Q :- which habits do you have and which habits your brothers have ? 
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2 ) why do you want to work in our company ? 

 
 Tell them what do you like about company . 
 Related to your long-term career goals . 
 
Sir it is good privilege for to work in a reputed company like yours . 
when I read about your company I found that My skills are matching to 
your requirements . where I can showcase My technical skills to 
contribute to the company growth . and also many of My friends told 
me about your company and stuff like there is cooperation among 
there employees and good behaviors , so I prefer here to work. 

Questions of the topic (2) 
Q :- what do you read about our company ? 
Q :- Do you have any friend in this company ? 
Q :- what are your technical skills ? 
Q :- if we hire you , you most be happy ? 
 

3 ) what are your strengths ? 

 
 Adoptability  
 Hard working  
 Honesty  
 Flexibility  
 Fast decision making  
 Optimistic  
 Persistence (Emphasize) 
 Self motivated  
I am an honest self-motivated and hard working boy / girl whit the 
positive attitude toward my career and my life , I can work anywhere if  
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the situation becomes very hard and difficult I can resist and don’t 
show any surrending I mean I am persevere and give the importance to  
my job according to any thing and any one because as you know like 
my livelihood belongs to my job by heavily respectation , and the point  
which I can easily get promotion I am optimistic I am not pessimistic 
man . 

 
 

Questions of the  topic(3) 
Q :- you say that you are  persevere if we face to the lack of money you 
work whit us ?  
Q :- do you show you honesty some where ? 
Q :- If the rich man tell you I am poor you believe him ? 
Q :- How many jobs do you done ? 
  

5 ) What are your weaknesses  

 
  Don’t say them the official problems . 
 More talkative . 
 I cant say no when some one ask for help . 
 Sensitive ( Emotional) . 
 Trust people very quickly .      
 Gets nervous when talk to some strangers . 
 Take decision very quickly . 
 To lie is difficult for me  
  I am lazy which I am not interested for . 

 
I can’t say no when some asked me for help . I am bit lazy abut what I 
am not interested and when I see some thing to be done I want to do 
very quickly can believe in some one very quickly that it shouldn’t be 
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 done tell we won’t know we shouldn’t believe on them and when I talk 
to stringers I become nervous and shy so these are my weaknesses . 

 
 

Questions of the topic(4)  
 
Q :-  why do you have these weaknesses ? 
Q :- when do you for got these habits ? 
Q :- why do you brave less ? 
 
Q :- No is very easy why you can’t say no when some one ask you for 
help ? 
 

7 ) Why should we hire you ? 

 
 Shire your knowledge . 
 Work experience . 
 Skills related to job . 
 Career goal . 
 
Sir as I am fresher , I have theoretical knowledge but I can hard working 
for my organization and will put all my effects for the good progress of 
organization being punctual and sincere , I can finish the work win you 
give me on time and try my best to fulfill all the needs of company from 
me .  

Topic the one how done the job . 

With the reference to my work experience, I satisfy all the requirement 
for this job . I am sincere whit my work and would never let you done 
in anyway . I promise you will never regret for the decision to appoint 
me in your organization . 
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Question of the topic (5) 

 
 
Q :- which kind of jobs do you like ? 
Q :- Why do you select this job ? 
Q :- you most chilling whit us ? 
Q :- your happy to work whit us ? 
 
 

8) Tell me what you know about our company ? 

 
  Study about the company . 
 Do back round work about project.  
 Know the names of there owners . 
 Research about the company current . 
  Update your knowledge about the competitor . 

 
It is one of the best fast growing company in Afghanistan . the work 
environments of the company is very good . out side the people believe 
in it and the negation of this company is so good , is has good back 
round people feel proud to be part of the company as company 
provides full support to their employees in professional front it has 
many branches across the world , so I have good opportunity to show 
my talent in here . 
 

9) why do you looking forward to change job ? 

 
 Things for previous Organization . 
 Explain what learn for last experience . 
 Shire your reason for change job . 
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 Relate to career goals . 

 
I am think full for my previous organization and previous staff ,because 
I have learnt a lot of things  from there . according to me changes are  
necessary for every one to enhance your skills , knowledge and for 
personal growth and financial .your organization is the good plat form 
where I can learn more and enhance my academic experience and get 
promotion , popularity . 
 

10 ) What are your salary requirements ? 

 
 Never share your salary requirements as a fresher . 
 Experience candidate can share their expected salary.  
 Always say as per the company norms for the job.  

 
I am a fresher . salary is not first priority for me this is big platform 
to start my career and I also want to improve my knowledge, skills 
and gain experience . so I expect a considerable of salary  
according To My ability and your company s norms Which will 
fulfill my economical needs . 

__________________________________________________________ 

  Now can speak fast and well then first so learn this topics 
to getting job . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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